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Abstract: Weed management is one of the major challenges in viticulture, as long as weeds can cause
significant yield losses and severe competition to the cultivations. In this direction, the development
of an automated procedure for weed monitoring will provide useful data for understanding their
management practices. In this work, a new image-based technique was developed in order to provide
maps based on weeds’ height at the inter-row path of the vineyards. The developed algorithms were
tested in many datasets from vineyards with different levels of weed development. The results show
that the proposed technique gives promising results in various field conditions.
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1. Introduction

Successful grape production entails the implementation of management practices
that control weeds which maintain grapevine performance and conserve soil quality.
Integrated weed management, coupled with the use of autonomous robotic platforms
(UGVs and UAVs), allows effective weed management, as a beneficial methodology for the
environment [1].

It is a fact that robotics technology is used more frequently as years go by. Crop
production is one of the fields robotics, providing alternative ways to weed management
by mitigating its biotic and abiotic stresses. For instance, automatic weeding robots nowa-
days have replaced chemical herbicides to a large extent [2]. Weed spots are detected in
cultivation with the help of UGV image acquisition and specific algorithms [3,4], in order
for an autonomous robotic system to control weeds by herbicide spraying or through
mechanical procedures [5].

In this direction, this work proposes a new image-based technique with the implemen-
tation of an RGB-D camera mounted on an autonomous navigated robotic platform in order
to depict the dispersion of the weeds at the inter-row path of the vineyards. The objective is
to enable the weed mapping at inter-row path reducing labor cost and time. The real-time
data from an RGB-D camera are filtered with a color and shape filter consecutively in order
to reduce the “useless” information. Subsequently, the proposed technique was tested in
many datasets in different vineyards with different levels of weed development.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental procedure took place in a vineyard located at Ktima Gerovasiliou
(Epanomi, Thessaloniki, Greece, 40◦27′3′ ′, 22◦55′32′ ′) during the summer period of 2020
and 2021.
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2.1. UGV Platform and Sensors

An autonomous robotic platform (Thorvald, Saga Robotics, Oslo, Norway) was used
as a robotic platform for data acquisition. The robotic platform moved autonomously
in a straight line, parallel to the vine row and in the center of the inter-row path. An
RGB-D stereo camera was placed on a height-adjustable bar at the front side of the robotic
platform. Furthermore, a Lidar sensor (Velodyne VLP 16) was used to scan the space
around the vehicle and create a two-dimensional map containing the obstacles detected
in space. Finally, a GNSS receiver (Spectra SP80 RTK) was used in order to inform the
navigation system about the position of the vehicle in the field with latitude and longitude
coordinates. All the sensors were placed on the vehicle in such a way without dead spots
in the data that were received from them. Figure 1 shows the Thorvald robotic platform
and the mounted sensors for platform navigation and weed mapping in the vineyard.
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Figure 1. The robotic platform (a) in the field and (b) the exact positions of the sensors on the
robotic platform.

2.2. Data Acquisition

The robotic platform moved at 1.5 km h−1, producing insignificant vibrations at this
speed. The ZED 2 stereo camera was mounted at the frond side of the platform and was
used exclusively for weed mapping in the vineyard. A recording system was set up for
data acquisition (Jetson TX2). This sampling system was equipped with the necessary
instrumentation for data collection and remote operation mode. The sampling frequency
was 15 Hz, ensuring high-quality data. The ZED 2 supplied RGB images (1280× 720 pixels)
together with depth information. The ZED 2 camera provided an image both in the form
of photography (Figure 2a) and in the three-dimensional form with the creation of a point
cloud (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. Images supplied by the ZED 2 stereo camera of the vineyard inter-row path. (a) from the
RGB channel and (b) the point cloud.

2.3. Methodology

In order to detect the weeds in the inter-row path, the PCL_ROS library was used
to locate the weeds in the data (point cloud) that were collected from the vineyard. This
library comprises tools and filters that allow us to identify the weeds in the inter-row path
and remove the “useless” information such as the vines and the soil. In this work, a simple
technique was used to detect the weeds in the vineyard. This technique was based on the
fact that the weeds are located at the inter-row of the vineyard and their height is over the
field ground, also they have a green hue. Considering this assumption, two filters were
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developed in order to retain the information that meets these conditions. The entire process
is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Data-processing flow chart.

Initially, the color filter removes all colors except that of the vine and weeds. To
remove the remaining colors, a second filter was created in order to remove all shades
except those of green. The RGB filter values were selected after a number of tests took place
at different time periods in the vineyard. The results of the first filter filtration are presented
in Figure 4. As it is clearly shown, the removal of “useless” colors in weed detection and
the retention of the information necessary for detection are observed. To be more specific,
the removal of the blue color is observed in Figure 4, due to the noise of the camera as
well as the removal of the soil that exists in the corridor. After this filtering, the remaining
information includes the weeds and the vineyard.
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Figure 4. The point cloud after the color filter.

In the second phase, the filtered point cloud was also filtered in terms of its dimensions.
All the areas that were not at the inter-row path were removed from the point cloud. The
results of the application of the second filter are presented in Figure 5. It is obvious that
the vineyard rows were removed and the only information remaining in the point cloud is
from the inter-row path.
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Figure 5. The point cloud after the shape filter.

After the filtering process of the point cloud, the remaining information concerns the
weeds in the inter-row path of the vineyard. Initially, all points of the point cloud were
taken at distances concerning the coordinate system of the frame ZED_LINK coordinates.
The ROS tf_tranform library was used for the process of transforming the point cloud from
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the ZED_LINK frame to the world frame. After the end of this transformation process, the
point cloud points obtained with the camera were converted to point cloud utm coordinates.
This point cloud could then geotag and was ready to present the height distribution map
of the inter-row path weeds in the vineyard (Figure 6).
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3. Conclusions

To conclude, this work was based on an image-based technique using an RGB-D
camera with the aim to show the dispersion of the weeds at the inter-row path of a
vineyard. While pre-processing, the RGB-D camera’s real-time data were transformed into
different color spaces for noise reduction. The above algorithms and techniques were tested
in data from real vineyards, on a UGV platform with promising results, where weeds are
not at the same development phase.
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